**ASM International – Past, Present and Future**

**Our Dedication to the Worldwide Materials Community**

From its founding in 1913, ASM International has had a rich history of service to the materials industry and engineering community. This presentation will trace the development of the Society from the early days as the Steel Treaters’ Club, the Steel Treating Research Society, and the American Society for Steel Treating to the American Society for Metals and ASM International. An important milestone for the Society was the building of its innovative headquarters in Northeast Ohio. From the visionary design and construction through to its 50th Anniversary refurbishment and re-dedication as a National Historical Landmark, this unique landmark reflects the Society’s creative direction and journey.

ASM is a member-led, volunteer-driven technical Society devoted to material science engineering. Our volunteers are the lifeblood of ASM. Their generous support is highly valued and necessary for the future of our Society. ASM is dedicated to informing, educating and connecting the materials community. To meet the needs of our members and member organizations, ASM offers a wide variety of products and services, and enhanced technical development and member connections.

In fulfillment of our Society’s vision and mission and with the guidance of our Strategic Plan, ASM is charting the future of the Society. Today our world is dramatically different from even just the beginning of 2020. ASM is realistic about the challenges this time brings. We are focused on not only supporting our membership but seeking out the opportunities which will help us to thrive. Our Society is stepping up to face this new virtual world.

**Biography: Diana M. Essock** is the President of Metamark, Inc., a marketing and technology consulting company focused on the advancement of innovation and emerging technologies for organizations engaged in the metals and materials industry. Metamark provides proprietary consultation for a wide range of industrial and technically oriented clients to help them identify, establish and expand their marketplace. Diana works with clients to target new markets for their current product lines, establish contact with potential customers, and develop strategic plans for new market entry and growth.

Prior to Metamark, Diana was the Director of New Technology at Foseco Metallurgical, Inc., a worldwide developer and manufacturer of foundry consumables. In a multi-cultural, cross-functional role, Diana worked to identify and develop new technologies from outside the scope of the
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How do lumberjacks work from home? They log in! Ba-dum tss.

The cooler weather seems to be here for good and almost all the trees in my yard have given up their leaves. As October transitions into November we think ahead to the upcoming holidays and the traditions we celebrate. This year some of these traditions may look a little different, just like our dinner meetings have recently.

On Monday, October 12 we virtually hosted the 77th William Woodside Lecture where Dr. James Boileau gave a fantastic talk on Failure Analysis of the Historical Dymaxon House. 58 people attended the meeting and we had excellent participation in the form of questions in the chat function as well as live questions. The recorded version of Dr. Boileau’s talk will be available for a limited time for those who were unable to attend the meeting. More information will follow on page 3 of the newsletter.

Our Detroit Chapter has the unique distinction of being the first ASM chapter and has grown to be one of the largest, with a membership of over 800 members. For the past six years, we have had the honor of hosting the ASM International President. This year we are very fortunate to virtually host Diana Essock, FASM, the 2020-2021 President. Diana Essock will be our keynote speaker on November 9 and will be speaking on ASM International – Past, Present and Future.

I look forward to seeing many of you on video and in the chat function at our upcoming November meeting. We will take our traditional holiday break from meetings in December and January; may you and your family enjoy safe travels and the blessings of the holidays.

---

DIANA ESSOCK BIOGRAPHY
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foundry for application within the industry. She directed and funded research projects with corporations, research organizations and universities in North and South America, Europe and Asia. Some areas of investigation had their origins in such wide-ranging industries as food, pharmaceuticals, aerospace, textile, defense, and timber.

Over her career, Diana has demonstrated her ability to transition new technologies from conception through to production and commercialization. As a Team Leader at General Electric Company’s Lighting Business, she had the opportunity to develop a new lamp from concept inception through piloting to final high-speed manufacturing. During this time, Diana received an Executive MBA from Baldwin Wallace College, and received the Cleveland Technical Societies Council’s Technical Achievement Award.

At the beginning of her career, after receiving a B.S. in Materials Engineering at Case Western Reserve University and an M.S. in Metallurgical Engineering at The Ohio State University, Diana worked at TRW, Inc. Materials and Manufacturing Technology Center. There she procured funding, managed and conducted technology development programs for new materials and processes in the jet engine industry. Diana’s research at TRW was in a wide range of composites systems including their design, manufacture and non-traditional machining.

Throughout her career, Diana was the recipient of patents, has presented at conferences and published in technical handbooks and periodicals. She is a Fellow of ASMI and has served on the Board of Trustees. For her devoted ASMI volunteer efforts, she was awarded the ASMI Alan Ray Putnam Award and the Cleveland Chapter’s Distinguished Service Award.

---

Five Teacher Scholar Award Winners to be recognized at the ASM Detroit Chapter Dinner Meeting November 9th

Supporting materials education remains a strong and continuous focus for our chapter. One annual effort is to provide teachers a hands on course in which they learn ways to demonstrate Materials Science to their students. The Ann Arbor Materials Camp for Teachers was held virtually this year due to COVID-19, however attendance was strong as ever with 25 of teachers in attendance.

To help support those teachers who are passionate about Materials Science the Teacher Scholar Award was created in 2014. This Award consists of a $250.00 grant that is to be used for the purchase of equipment and supplies needed to perform materials demonstrations and experiments. To date, 26 grants have been awarded. Join us at our November 9th meeting as we honor 5 more recipients.

Claudia Brown          Oksana Fitzmaurice
Kathy Hayrynen Award   Peg Jones Award

Martha James
Chapter Award

Jeannette Thompson
Chapter Award

Curtis Davis
Chapter Award
October 12th, Woodside Lecture Virtual Event

Thanks to the 58 attendees who signed in and watched the virtual 2020 Woodside Lecture! Thanks to Angella Sell this years Chapter Chair who spoke about the history of the Woodside Lecture, JP Singh as Tech Chair who introduced the speaker, and Dr. James Boileau for presenting the lecture. Thanks to all who provided questions in the Ring Central chat. If you would like to see the recorded video, you may visit This Link. This will be online until November 30, 2020.

Two Scholarships Available to College and University Students in Materials

Our chapter is happy to announce that it will be offering two scholarships to students pursuing a degree in materials science and engineering.

The Marion Semchyshen and James A. Mansfield Scholarshipswill be given to two students selected for their high scholastic achievement and their activities in the field of materials science or metallurgy. The scholarships are for students that are sophomores, juniors, and first-year seniors.

Each scholarship consists of a $1,500 cash award and certificate, and will be presented at an ASM-Detroit Chapter meeting in March or April.

If you know of a college or a university student in materials science or metallurgy, please let them know of this opportunity.

The scholarship applications will be mailed to university advisors and posted on the ASM-Detroit website by January 4, 2021. In order to be considered, the applicants need to complete the form and return it to the ASM Detroit Chapter before midnight on Sunday, January 31, 2021.

Please take a moment and think of that outstanding co-op or student intern you know; send them an email and encourage them to apply!
Virtual Event Corner

ASM World Class - Online Talk Series

Developing Materials for Impact
Dr. Shawn Walsh – US Army Combat Capabilities Development Command

Long before armies compete on the battlefield, they compete in science and technology. Dr. Walsh will discuss the role competitive engineering plays in arming soldiers – such as improvements in helmet/ballistic materials intended to save their lives. He will also discuss the concepts of innovation needed to ensure the soldier’s advantage on the ever-changing battlefield - lessons applicable to any competitive industry.

Online, November 10th, 2pm EST.
Registration and details: click here

ASM World Class Speaker Series
You don’t have to be a materials expert to appreciate its importance. ASM World Class is an online series where international experts discuss some of the hottest topics involving materials.

Everyone is welcome for this free series.
To get details of the upcoming ASM World Class talks - click here

Metallurgy of Medieval Armour
December

Division of Engineering Technology

Earn your bachelor’s in welding and metallurgical engineering technology

Welders possess the skills to join metals together. Metallurgists have a deep understanding of the properties of metals and can employ specific processes to adapt these properties to a particular application.

Over half of all man-made products in the U.S. require the work of welders but, according to the American Welding Society, there will be a shortage of up to 450,000 welding professionals by 2022. As infrastructure ages, new materials emerge and an emphasis on quality in advanced manufacturing increases, an influx of skilled workers in this field is crucial to our social and economic prosperity.

By augmenting the skills you develop in your first two years of school with the learning outcomes of this program, you will have the necessary credentials to take on leadership roles as consultants, supervisors, inspectors and instructors.

Admissions requirements
• Official transcripts showing completion of 24 transferrable cr
• GPA of at least 2.5/4.0
• Applicants with a GPA of 2.0-2.5 may be admitted as pre-engineering technology students and transfer into the T7 program upon successful completion of MATH 190 and PHYS 210 with a GPA of 2.5 or 1285 4th Street, Detroit, MI 48201 | 313-577-6800 | engineering.wayne.edu/t7

Admissions deadlines
• Fall: August 1
• Winter: December 1
• Spring/Summer: April 1

Contact for transfer info
Joyce Glenn — Academic Adviser
joyceglenn@wayne.edu

Apply online: wayne.edu/app

AFS presents: OPTIMIZE your LINKED IN Profile!

Register at www.afsdetroit.com
or admin@afsdetroit.com

What we learned from DWAFS HR Leadership Panel

LINKED IN is the first social medium we check for potential candidates!
IF…..THEN….. DWAFS is presenting a Lunch-in with Brenda Meller
DATE: Friday 13NOV2020 12:00 -12:30 via ZOOM
Fee: $20 for professionals includes 15 min private consult with Brenda Meller.
Add BUY-1-GIFT-1: +$5.00 to sponsor student of your choice or FEF student.

Session Description
How to Optimize LinkedIn to Support Your Brand & Generate Leads
Ever notice how some people seem to really ‘get’ LinkedIn, and others blend in?
Join us as Brenda Meller, Owner and Marketing Consultant at Meller Marketing shows us how to ROCK our personal brand online and help to generate leads using LinkedIn. Attend and learn:
• Profile-building techniques to optimize your LinkedIn presence
• Strategies to develop and expand your personal brand and your company’s brand through LinkedIn
• Tips for using LinkedIn for business development: the obvious and the hidden
• Tips on connecting with targeted connections through dialogue
• How to score valuable space on the LinkedIn homepage feed everyday (and annoy your connections!)

Connect with Brenda at www.linkedin.com/in/brendameller
(click ‘More’ and choose ‘Connect’ or ‘Personalize Invite’)

All proceeds to FEF DWAFS Scholarship Fund. FEF is a 501c(3) non-profit corporation.

Sample Preparation Equipment | Metallographs
Hardness Testers | Image Analyzers | Accessories & Supplies
Opto-Digital Microscopes | Elemental Analysis | C/S/O/N/H
Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (GDS)
Bob Marzinski
734-546-1456 | bob.marzinski@leeco.com
LECO Corporation | www.leco.com

LECO
EMPOWERING RESULTS

Largest Heating Element Bank In The World
• Rod Elements • Ribbon Elements • Coil Elements • Ceramic • Refractory • Roller Chain • Pintle Chain • Chain Edge Belts • Hinge Plate Belts • Forced Air Plugheaters for Tempering • Annealing

www.nationalelement.com
1-800-600-5511 / info@nationalelement.com

INDUCTION HEATING

Paul Bogdañajewicz
Regional Sales Manager
paul.bogdañajewicz@ajax.com
(571) 815-1159

Chris Pedder
Technical Sales Manager
chris.pedder@ajax.com
(416) 611-2250

Cris Candela
Sales Manager
cris.candela@ajax.com
(562) 377-6799

www.AjaxTocco.com
24/7 Customer Service
800-547-1527

Induction Scanners | Power Supplies | Parts, Maintenance & Service
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Thanks It’s Sustaining Members for Their Continued Support!

The ASM Detroit Chapter
Thanks It’s Sustaining Members for Their Continued Support!
AFC Holcroft
Ajax Tocco Magnethermic Inc.
AK Steel Corporation
ALD Vacuum Systems
American Iron and Steel Institute
Applied Process Incorporated
Atmosphere Heat Treating Incorporated
Bjerke Forgings Incorporated
Bruker Nano Inc.
Buehler
Burris Law
Cooper Standard
DuBois -Heatbath Park Metallurgical
Element Materials Technology
Engineered Heat Treat Incorporated
Gasbarre Thermal Processing Systems
GM Global R&D Laboratories
Heat Treating Services
Induction Services
Inductoheat
Industrial Steel Treating
Kolene Corporation
Mager Scientific
Materials Technologies Consulting LLC
MetLab Corporation
Metro Weighing & Automation
Incorporated dba Dura Pack Inc.
Michigan Metrology
MSU Libraries/Serials Acquisitions
National Element Incorporated
Nitro-Vac Heat Treating Inc.
OMNI Metals Laboratory Incorporated
Park Thermal International
Pridgeon and Clay
RTI Laboratories, Inc.
Sun Tec Corporation
Surface Combustion Incorporated
United Technical Inc.
Upton Industries Incorporated
Vac-Met Incorporated
CARBURIZE SOOT FREE
Carburize faster, & more efficient at 1.50% C
Save time, fuel, & energy with higher quality
Run pay loads instead of soot burn out time.
Any furnace builder can install this system.
New furnaces being built or old furnaces in operation. Just request the Endocarb System.

Heavy Carbon Co. will supply any company with equipment & patented technology to install & operate this system.
Contact: heavycarbon@frontiernet.net

For More Information Contact:
Jon Peavey
(734) 276-5064 | Jon.Peavey@buehler.com
Visit www.buehler.com or to shop consumables www.shop.buehler.com

Know Your Product Inside & Out!
DISSECT NON-DESTRUCTIVELY First
2D High Res. X-ray: 3D CT Scans • Nikon XTH 225 CT
CT@FMRL-LLC.COM
www.fmrl-llc.com

Field Failure
Weldments/Castings
Assemblies

Aknow Your Technical Expert
Ben Ginard for a quotation!
Quick Turn-Around Times

Accredited Metallurgical & Mechanical Testing Laboratory
Certified Laboratory Test Results

- Welding
- PQR - WPS
- AWS/CEI Certification
- PQR (Procedure Qualification Record)
- WPS (Welding Procedure Specification)
- Non-Destructive Inspection
- Grain Size
- Macro-Testing
- Non-Metallic Inclusions
- Optical Microscopy
- Weld Evaluation
- Playking Thickness
- Calibrated Measurements
- Weld Evaluations
- Impact Testing – CVN
- Tensile (300,000 lb. capacity)
- Break Testing
- Fatigue and Tensile Testing
- Scanning Electron Microscopy
- Chemistry
- Hardness (Including NACE specifications)
- Grain Size
- Case Depth
- Depth – Decarburization

United Technical, Inc. 10811 North Territorial, Whitmore Lake, MI 48189
Ben Ginard: bginard@unitedtechn.com
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METALLURGICAL, CHEMICAL & MECHANICAL TESTING

We exist to help make certain that the materials and products that we test, inspect, certify and calibrate are always safe, quality, compliant and fit for purpose.

- Cleanliness Testing (ISO 16232/VDA 19)
- Failure Analysis & Consulting
- Weld Procedure Qualification
- Wear & Abrasion testing
- NADCA/H13 Die Steel Qualification
- Hot Hardness Testing (up to 1400 °F)
- Salt Spray, Humidity & Cyclic Corrosion Testing (CCT)
- Fatigue Testing (HCF & LCF)
- IPC Certified Circuit Board Sectioning & Inspection

Kenneth M. Minoletti
Vice-President
kenminoletti@uptonindustries.com

Upton Industries, Inc.
30455 Groesbeck Hwy., Roseville, Michigan 48066
info@uptonindustries.com
www.uptonindustries.com

586-771-1200
1-800-541-1204
FAX: 586-771-8870

Titan Metallurgy, L.L.C.

Your source for Metallurgical Testing, Analysis & Consultation.

10231 Capital Ave.
Oak Park, MI 48237
Telephone: (248) 943-3578
Facsimile: (248) 943-3578
Tita@titanmetallurgy.com
www.titanmetallurgy.com

Burris Law

Intellectual Property Attorneys

300 River Place Drive, Suite 1775
Detroit, Michigan 48227
313-939-8400

Inductoheat

An Instron Exxact Group Company

Carl Wesolowski
carleh@inductoheat.com
call 248-379-6565

Tim LeClair
tleclair@inductoheat.com
call 248-506-6454

VAC MET INCORPORATED

7236 Murthum
Warren, MI 48092
Phone: 586-264-8100
Fax: 586-264-3360
vacmet@aol.com

OVER 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BONDING & HEAT TREATING OF METALS
2020-2021
ASM-Detroit Chapter
Executive Board

CHAPTER OFFICERS

Angella Sell
Chair

Dan Baker
Vice-Chair

Nicholas Lessnau
Treasurer

Julie Nimer
Chapter Administrator

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Jason Coryell
Attendance/Publicity

Emily Wolbeck
Young Members/Student Affairs Co-Chair

Stephanie Tankersley
Young Members/Student Affairs Co-Chair

JP Singh
Chapter Council Representative/National Affairs

Thomas Kozina
Education/MEI/Roundtable Co-Chair

Kae Trojanowski
Education/MEI/Roundtable Co-Chair

Tim Stachowski
Entertainment

Manish Mehta
Awards/Recognition

Eric McCarty
Finance/Council of Fellows

Kelsey Qiu
Membership/Sustaining Members

Mark Harper
Papers/Programs

James Boileau
Ring Central Meeting Coordination

Kathy Hayrynne
ASM Teacher’s Camp

Peg Jones
ASM Teacher’s Camp

RTI LABORATORIES, INC.
Environmental, Chemical & Materials Testing

- Full Service Independent Metallurgical Lab
  - Mechanical, Physical Testing and Chemical Analysis*
  - SEM/EDS Analysis and Metallurgical Failure Analysis*
- Environmental Exposure Testing
  - Salt Spray, Humidity & Corrosion Testing
- Materials Characterization & Analysis
  - Paint Failure Analysis and Product Deformation*

Lloyd Kaufman
lkaufman@rtilab.com
734-422-8000 x 109

Materials Testing Division
33080 Industrial Road
Livonia MI 48150

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 accredited lab service
*Parameters that are specifically referenced in scopes of accreditation

SAFETY ENGINEERING LABS., INC.

Why live with distorted 2D images of your products?
Industrial 3D CT scanning is HERE!

- X-ray/CT Imaging
- Thermal Imaging
- Optical/SEM Imaging
- Fracture and Cause Investigation
- Product/Process Safety Evaluations
- Litigation Support

Capabilities

- 3D CT Scan
- 2D X-ray
- Non-Destructive Examination
- View Internal Structure and Defects
- Slice Product at ANY Angle

Call for More Info!
586-771-0660
www.safetyengineeringlabs.com

Oil Quenchants • Molten Salts
Polymer Quenchants

DuBois
www.duboischemicals.com
800 438 2647